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COVER LETTER

30 May 2018
City of Suffolk
Purchasing Office
442 W. Washington Street, Room 1086
Suffolk, VA 23434-5237
Attn: Jay Smigielski, Purchasing Agent
Subject: Response to Request for Proposal #18083-JS –Temporary Labor Services
Howroyd-Wright Employment Agency, Inc. dba AppleOne Employment Services (AppleOne) welcomes the
opportunity to present our response to the City of Suffolk (City). As one of the largest privately held human
capital management companies in the United States, AppleOne has over 250 offices throughout North America
to support recruiting and bring local labor market knowledge and talent to the City.
AppleOne will provide the City with day-to-day project management from our AppleOne office in Chesapeake,
Virginia located at 1305 Executive Boulevard Ste 140, Chesapeake, VA 23320, where primary point of contact
and Account Manager, Anne-Marie Marivoet will facilitate follow-up and follow through, attend meetings,
coordinate resources, services and support and is available directly at (757) 382-5900 or
amarivoet@appleone.com.
AppleOne will provide the City with excellent service that presents lasting solutions while remaining cognizant of
the taxpayer's dollar. AppleOne acknowledges receipt, review of this solicitation, and all Amendment(s) issued
by the City. If you have any questions regarding the enclosed, please feel free to contact Government Solutions
via email at Email: GovSolutions@AppleOne.com.
AppleOne’s proposal centers around three important and interconnected themes: continuity, competence, and
responsiveness:
Continuity. Our proposal builds from the experience and successful accomplishments from our current and past
support of federal agencies and commercial clients. AppleOne is positioned to provide the City with highly
skilled and experienced personnel who will support all of the performance requirements of the City contract.
We have a proven track record in customer support, customer relationship management, and on budget and ontime delivery of very large-scale enterprise programs.
Competence. Our management team and key experienced personnel are all highly knowledgeable and skilled in
supporting all aspects of the City contract. We look forward to providing quality service while enhancing existing
systems. Our team embodies the full range of expertise required to perform all project tasks, as contemplated
by the proposed RFP requirements, at the highest level of competence and effectiveness. AppleOne strives to
deliver business solutions that meet the City’s vision, mission, and long-term goals.
Responsiveness. A key to our success is our capability and willingness to mobilize required resources quickly to
organize and perform time-sensitive assignments. This emphasis on agility and responsiveness to client needs is
a hallmark of AppleOne’s client-centered approach to project management. We offer similar responsiveness in
our proposed approach to the City contract, and this will be a major feature of the services we will provide to
the City.
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AppleOne's proposal reflects our many years of proven innovated processes that are benchmarked by ISO 9000
principles. Our management plan delivers value via efficiency through our program technology that supports
better management insight into resources, real time status on processing, and report generation via electronic
management dashboards that combine to drive ongoing efficiencies for our clients. It is our hope your final
evaluation will reflect upon our innovation, which is an investment on our part at no cost to the City. Further, we
present to you a secure integrated industry-leading program that proactively addresses vulnerabilities
immediately, and is implementable with measurable results, within your budget constraints.
Thank you for considering AppleOne for your temporary labor needs. We look forward to working with the City,
and will do everything necessary to ensure that AppleOne contract delivery is positive, productive and longterm, and most importantly, fulfills the objectives of the City.
Sincerely,

Carlton G. Bryant, Executive Vice President
Howroyd-Wright Employment Agency, Inc.
dba AppleOne Employment Services
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B. BACKGROUND AND PROJECT SUMMARY
The Background and Project Summary Section should describe your understanding of the City, the work to be performed,
and the objectives to be accomplished. Refer to the "Scope of Services" of this RFP.

1. Agency Background
AppleOne is a privately held corporation, which was founded in 1964 and
incorporated in 1968 by its then President, Bernard Howroyd. Mr. Howroyd
created an agency that would meet an emerging market for both direct hire
and temporary staffing augmentation. Over the last 53 years, AppleOne has provided the best in temporary
staffing and is currently supporting over 250 government entities at the Local, State, and Federal levels.
Later joined and now led by Chief Executive Officer Janice Bryant Howroyd, AppleOne has grown from a singledesk staffing agency to 225 brick and mortar offices in every major city in the United States to become the
largest privately held, woman and minority owned workforce management company in the nation.
Supported by more than 2,000 internal employees, AppleOne annually processes hundreds of W2’s, places over
145,000 people at thousands of clients throughout the United States and 19 countries. AppleOne
wholeheartedly welcomes the opportunity to build a solid and long-term relationship with the City in providing
high quality Temporary Employee Services.
AppleOne has a substantial history of partnering with public sector clients to improve the level of service on
time and within the approved budget. We know that having the best in temporary staffing services is integral to
the success of the City. AppleOne’s precise and comprehensive methods for providing staffing services to the
City will ensure that the City obtains the maximum projected value for each tax payer dollar of expenditure.
AppleOne is one of the largest privately held human capital management companies in the United States, with
more than 2,000 full-time staff and over 200 locations throughout North America.
Figure 1. AppleOne’s Global Locations
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AppleOne, which is the wholly-owned subsidiary of the ACT•1 Group, Inc., has an extensive history of partnering
with public sector and non-profit clients, all the while, collaborating to continually evaluate and develop new,
innovative and creative ways to continue improving the level of service that is provided to our customers s, as
well the bottom line. AppleOne has 50 plus years of experience providing temporary, temporary-to-hire and
direct-hire staffing services to government entities, non-profit organizations and private sector companies.
AppleOne knows that having the best talent is integral to the ongoing success at the City. AppleOne’s precise,
comprehensive methods for providing recruitment and staffing services will ensure that the City obtains the
maximum projected value for each dollar of expenditure. In addition to the City, AppleOne has extensive
experience providing recruiting and staffing services to public sector agencies and other municipal clients.
2. Project Summary
AppleOne’s approach to providing services to the City is comprehensive, and based upon our decades of
experience of public sector service. Our service plan includes the following key components.
Account Management
AppleOne offers proven processes and procedures that have been used effectively to provide highest quality,
professional staffing services for its public sector client base. Our account management approach incorporates
implementation, transitioning of current temporary employees and/or on-site support as needed.
Job Order Fulfillment
The job order filling procedures at AppleOne are based on our in-depth knowledge of the needs of Government
entities and dedication to gaining and maintaining an understanding of your unique staffing needs. In addition,
AppleOne can customize our recruitment and matching processes according to projected staffing requirements
in order to further ensure that qualified candidates are available.
Candidate Sourcing and Assessment
One of the reasons for AppleOne’s continued success in quickly supplying high-quality staff is our recruiting and
matching processes. AppleOne employs management practices designed to quickly recruit and hire skilled
professionals for any position, which is critical to our business success.
Background Screening
Prior to sending an employee to work for the City, the AppleOne Account Management team, in conjunction
with the appropriate City representative(s), will evaluate what pre-employment background screening will be
utilized. AppleOne assures the City that our screening services will meet the most rigorous requirements.
Quality Assurance
To ensure that our performance meets the City requirements, AppleOne will use the processes established in
our proven Quality Control Program. The overall purpose of AppleOne’s Quality Control Program is to guarantee
that AppleOne provides its clients, such as the City, with the level of service they expect from a leader in the
employment services industry.
Billing and Invoicing
AppleOne will process all time sheets and paychecks and provide the City with accurate, concise and timely
invoices. If the City requires changes to the invoicing process during the term of the contract, AppleOne will
work with the appropriate City representative(s) to modify its invoice process and ensure that AppleOne
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remains fully compatible with the invoice processing requirements of the City. This includes the related invoicing
and management reports as required by the City. Our service plan is tailored to ensure that AppleOne meets the
City’s service requirements.
3. Understanding of the City
We understand that the City is looking for staffing agencies to provide Temporary Staffing Services for needs
that arise from a variety of circumstances, ranging from unexpected staff absences to surge capacity to support
City services during special events like the Super Bowl. We also understand the City’s volume and urgency of
required services to maintain critical operations and services, which should be provided by an agency that will
respond in a prompt and reliable manner. AppleOne will be a strategic human capital partner with the City. We
understand the organization and culture; therefore, our ability to “hit the ground running” is distinct. Given our
core capabilities in human capital management, we understand the City’s human capital challenges and needs.
AppleOne puts those challenges and needs at the forefront of our support in planning, strategy and execution.
Personnel

Human Resources

•Transactional
•Rules
•Enforcer

•Advisory
•HR Practices
•Business Partner

Human Capital
•Transforming
•Systems
•Strategic Partner

Through hands-on experience, AppleOne is prepared to share knowledge and skills to address the City’s needs.
Our team has an abundance of skills and past performance in the public sector landscape, bringing new ideas
and strategies to bear for government and non-profit clients. We understand that it is important for the City to
engage a team that has demonstrated leading practice services and applied talent to address client needs with
metrics and results that are clear, current and reliable.
AppleOne has developed a successful fulfillment approach that ensures we can fulfill the staffing requirements
of the City, even during emergencies or unexpected peak periods. We first look at our bench of local- area
qualified contingent workers who have proven in the past to be exceptional for other clients who had the same
or similar required skill set. We then turn to our internal database of candidates who have been screened by
AppleOne and have the required capabilities and skills. If candidates are found in this group, we verify that all
the City contractual requirements are met (including background checks, etc.) before recommending the
candidate to the City.
As evidence of our understanding of the Scope of Services, AppleOne provides the City with the following:
• A proven track record with similar work completed for other government and public sector entities
across a diverse range of job classifications.
• Flexibility in the provision of urgent requests due to planned or unplanned absences in order to mitigate
workflow interruptions.
• Direct experience and expertise in expeditiously sourcing, screening, training, and providing top quality
candidates.
• Clear understanding of how to minimize the amount of time necessary for onboarding of temporary
personnel.
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•
•
•

Capable, knowledgeable staff and a proven organizational structure aligned with project/program
activities. We pride ourselves on being an honest broker for our customers – AppleOne puts the City’s
needs first.
A management approach including experienced staff, supervisory oversight protocols, and customized
reporting.
Strict compliance with and implementation of regulations regarding work authorization in accordance
with applicable local, State and Federal laws, rules and regulations.

AppleOne’s highly regarded five-decade track record and strong knowledge base will be brought to the City
program. AppleOne possesses the business acumen to work with various internal and external team members
engaged in complex initiatives.
We bring a wealth of experience for providing oversight programs for complex recruitment solutions to
governmental, commercial, educational, and non-profit entities, and have done so for over 50 years. AppleOne
understands the purpose of the City’s Temporary Staffing Services and is ready to provide, day one, the City with
augmentation of administrative, technical, and professional staff to handle unique and immediate City needs.
AppleOne has hundreds of professional and technical staff within the surrounding areas of the City and
thousands of employees nation-wide, available to meet immediate needs.
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C. METHODOLOGY SECTION
Provide a detailed description of the approach and methodology to be used to accomplish the "Scope of Services" of this
RFP. The Methodology Section should include the following:

1. A listing of positions offered by your firm. This would include job title, job description, general duties and
responsibilities of the position, and minimum qualifications.
AppleOne is a nationwide full-service staffing firm that provides temporary, temporary-to-hire, and direct hire
services across several occupational categories, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information Technology (IT)/Technical
Human Resources
Data Entry/Data Processing
Call Center/Customer Service
Administrative/Clerical
Marketing/Graphics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal
Light Industrial
Finance/Accounting/Insurance
Executive
Operations
Engineering

SKILLS ASSESSMENT
To enhance AppleOne’s ability to find skilled, able and educated candidates for government and public sector
entities, AppleOne uses the AppleCore Assessment Series, a validated applicant classification system that
focuses on customer service skills, aptitude and attitude assessment. The content underlying these tests was
carefully studied and determined to be related to the job performance of AppleOne positions. All AppleOne
tests have a proven track record of success, showing that those who take the tests have better performance on
the job, significantly increasing their productivity. We have in place assessment tests for all of the job categories
that we are bidding. If needed, AppleOne’s assessment series can be customized to meet the City’s specific
requirements for job descriptions.
For administrative, clerical and customer service positions, situational judgment exercises are used to assess
personal characteristics found to be important for the job. These assessment tools are listed below.
Receptionist CD Simulation The Receptionist job simulation includes critical work activities that contribute
to success on the job. For receptionists, it was found that answering multiple-line telephones and routing
calls are critical elements of the job. A computerized work sample was created to simulate a receptionist
receiving and routing a call. Also, receptionists were found to be a direct link to visiting customers and
clients. Thus, in conjunction with the job simulation, a situational-judgment exercise was created to
determine an applicant’s ability to respond to work situations effectively. The tool was developed using
computerized CD Video technology to create a realistic portrayal of the work environment. Job incumbents,
job experts, and AppleOne personnel were responsible for providing information to be used in the
development of the assessment.
Customer Service Situations Video AppleOne uses a video-based situational judgment exercise for Customer
Service Representatives and other personnel who interact with the public. Data collected during job analysis
revealed that customer service representatives must respond to several different types of situations relating
to interactions with internal and external customers. The video-based assessment provides an accurate
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depiction of actual situations faced on the job. Applicants are then asked to determine the most effective
approach to resolve the work situation. Selecting a video-based testing platform adds a virtual element to
the testing, thereby making the testing process more accurate, as well as enhancing applicant interest.
Structured Interview Guide The structured interview guide was designed to identify how well a candidate
effectively performs as an AppleOne employee. The interview guide asks questions related to the applicant’s
work history, interpersonal and team skills, creative problem solving, professionalism, and communication
skills. The applicant’s responses help us assess how they have responded in past work situations. Questions
are framed in this way because research has shown that past work behavior is one of the best predictors of
future work behavior.
The expertise of AppleOne’s project team, combined with the consistency in evaluation standards provided by
the structured interview guide, will ensure that all candidates presented to the City not only have the skills
requirements needed for positions, but the reasoning ability and work ethic to excel in those positions. One of
the many advantages in working with AppleOne is our commitment and ability to accurately screen candidates
for people-skills, mental sharpness and positive work attitudes.
In addition to the AppleCore Assessment series, we extensively test candidates on their software proficiency,
particularly important in today’s high-tech work environment. Using the sophisticated evaluation and training
system of ProveIt!, AppleOne’s branch staff ensures that candidates possess the necessary skills for exceptional
performance. The ProveIt! tests provide the highest quality performance- based testing on virtually all of today’s
top office software, so we may ascertain each candidate’s level of proficiency on Windows as well as Macintosh
operating systems. As new software is introduced to the workplace, all AppleOne candidates are encouraged to
enhance their skills using the ProveIt! tutorial programs. Prior to assignment, AppleOne can test temporary
employees on over 250 applications across several disciplines, with customized training and evaluation
programs that simulate the work to be performed at locations within the City. Available tests and training
include:
Administrative/Clerical The ProveIt! testing allows in-depth evaluation of the various skill sets required for
administrative and clerical candidates. Test titles include:
ADMINISTRATIVE/CLERICAL TESTS
Business Writing
Counting
Customer Service Mindset Survey
Data Entry 10 Key
Email Etiquette
English as a Second Language
Filing by Name
Following Verbal Instructions [audio]
Following Written Instructions
Healthcare Benefits Knowledge
Human Resources Basics
Human Resources Benefits Knowledge
Internet Basics
Internet Research Skills
Interviewing and Hiring Concepts
Listening Skills [audio]
Macintosh Basics OS 9
Mailroom Management Skills
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Microsoft Internet Explorer
Microsoft Office Suite
Proofreader Marks
Punctuation
Reading Comprehension
Recruiting Fundamentals
Sales Concepts
SAS 9 - Data Analyst
Shorthand
Software Quality Assurance
Software Testing
Spanish Basic Office Skills
Spanish Basic Reading Comprehension
Spanish Office Grammar and Spelling
Spanish Typing - General
Spanish-English Bilingual
Technical Terminology
Translation Sample - English to Spanish
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ADMINISTRATIVE/CLERICAL TESTS
Marketing Fundamentals
Translation Sample - Spanish to English
Matching (Alphanumeric, Numeric, Images)
Typing - General
Math Word Problems
Vocabulary
Microsoft Windows
Writing Sample (letters, etc.)

Accounting/Finance Knowledge Tests
For Accounting and Finance positions, AppleOne uses the ProveIt! Accounting and Financial Knowledge test
package to evaluate core accounting and finance competencies. Tests include examples and illustrations from
real-world accounting environments, and cover general job categories such as Accounting and Bookkeeping, as
well as numerous specialized accounting subjects such as Cost Accounting and Taxation. Customized test making
is available. These tests are designed to provide the most accurate picture of a candidate’s knowledge, skills and
abilities and have the appropriate knowledge and experience in their area of specialization.
Technical/IT Evaluation and Screening
All AppleOne Technical/IT recruiters have the solid technical background needed to thoroughly qualify
candidates, and proven interviewing methods to identify skill levels and assess a candidate’s true capabilities.
AppleOne’s thorough screening process includes: in-depth interviews with trained Technical/IT consultants,
technique and skills analyses, verification of degrees and reference checks. All potential Technical/IT AppleOne
employees meet for one hour with an AppleOne Technical Recruiter and a specialized Technical Account
Executive in a formal interview. The face-to-face interviews consist of candidates individually interviewing
against the specific job requirements. The total two-hour interview process determines specific experience,
expertise, and suitability to a specific job and organization. An Executive Summary is then generated for your
review from the information collected from the candidate.
2. Detailed description of efforts your firm will undertake to achieve client satisfaction and to satisfy the
requirements of the "Scope of Work" Section.
AppleOne’s Quality Control Program (QCP) was established to guarantee that AppleOne provides its clients, such
as the City, with the level of service they expect from a leader in the employment services industry. The Program
ensures the following:
• AppleOne meets and exceeds contract expectations when placing temporary personnel.
• AppleOne complies with Local, State and Federal rules and regulations.
AppleOne’s QCP is based on defined standards of excellence which guide all of the AppleOne work, and a
Performance Baseline with specific Performance Objectives developed in conjunction with the appropriate City
representative(s) for each individual contacted project. These Performance Objectives are routinely/periodically
reviewed and compliance issues addressed in a formal monthly meeting, or as often as the desired by the City.
AppleOne ensures maintenance of the QCP through Monthly/Bi-weekly reviews and reports covering topics
including (a) job order and team management, (b) required deliverables, (c) job order schedule and cost control,
(d) employee security compliance requirements, (e) temporary employee identification and in-processing
procedures, (f) training and certification requirements (g) staffing and retention issues. These reviews
incorporate findings from personal contact by the Account Manager and project team with the appropriate City
representative(s), as well as regular Quality Assurance Surveys. Any complaint or deficiency is immediately
reviewed by the Account Manager, who is empowered to take swift corrective action.
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Our standard quality monitoring tools are detailed below. Please note that our quality programs are tailored to
meet the specific needs of each client.
QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEYS
AppleOne maintains its standards of excellence through a variety of quality assurance surveys, including:
A. Performance Surveys. City department and hiring managers will have the opportunity to gauge
AppleOne on its performance with regard to its responsiveness on job orders; the selection of
temporary personnel relevant to the assignment, and the levels of communication between the City and
AppleOne.
B. Service Reports. Results from various quality reviews will be compiled and presented to the City,
providing statistical information regarding job orders received versus job orders filled, job order
replacement ratio, and average response time. The data will be reflected in informative graphs and
charts displaying satisfaction and performance levels as well as other measured parameters. These
reports can be provided weekly, monthly, or for any other time span as required by the City.
C. Employee Assignment Satisfaction Surveys. Measure the satisfaction level of our currently working
personnel at client work locations. This tool assists with the Employee Monitoring Program that will
allow proactive measurement activities to minimize turnovers and the overall quality of AppleOne
placements.
D. Employee Exit Interview Surveys. Measure and probe the reasons behind assignment separations from
the employee’s perspective. This information is shared with customers to minimize the turnover and to
create assignment longevity from our personnel.
AppleOne’s QCP, developed with the appropriate City representative(s), will guarantee that the City receives
top-caliber service.
INTERNAL AUDIT (ISO 9001:2015)
AppleOne Employment Services, via our parent company The ACT•1 Group, Inc., is ISO 9001:2015 certified and
adheres to strict, internationally recognized guidelines of quality and process development. AppleOne’s ISO
certifications assure our clients that AppleOne has implemented and maintains a consistent, repeatable process
for the engagement and management of temporary workers and staffing suppliers. Internal audits cover all
aspects of AppleOne's quality system and relate to the requirements of ISO 9001:2015. The results of Internal
Audit Reports are presented during Management Review Meetings, where any detected problems or issues are
discussed, along with needed Corrective Actions.
FREQUENCY OF MONITORING
AppleOne’s overall monitoring is based on consistent communication with the City, as well as the temporary
employees performing the tasks. This monitoring will include:
• Check-in with all personnel by location
• Weekly Scheduling reports to review coverage for each coming week
• Communication between local “Leads” and the Account Executive
• Weekly/Monthly audits on billing differences.
• Continual monitoring and documentation of the City and temporary employee satisfaction
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DOCUMENTATION METHODS
AppleOne uses the following methods as established by our Quality Control Plan and our corporate Quality
Manual to document monitoring and performance:
•

Attendance Call – An attendance call is made to the Client Company the day of the start of the
assignment to ensure the employee has arrived on time unless otherwise requested by the client and
noted in Office Automation under the client note screen.

•

First Day Quality Call – After the arrival of the temporary employee on the first day of employment, a
quality control call is made to the client later that day, ensuring the client is satisfied with the work
performance of the employee unless otherwise requested by the client and noted in Office Automation
under the client note screen.

Friday Quality Call – Each Friday, an AppleOne account management team member will call all clients
where temporary associates have been working unless you have been in touch with the client on a
regular basis during the week. The purpose of a Friday Call is to:
1. Do another quality call on the job performance of the employee
2. If the assignment has ended, determine the reason it ended and to record this information within the
Office Automation system, in the “COMMENTS” section of the assignment. Also document the “EOA”
(End of Assignment) for the employee on this assignment.
3. If the employee ended the assignment early or was released, change the status of the assignment in
the Office Automation system through the ACTION Field to reflect the reason (s)he is no longer there
(i.e., Fall-Off, Customer Dissatisfied).
• Corrective Action - Complaints received by the branch are documented in the Office Automation System
and investigated to determine the reason for the complaint. The results of investigations are also
documented in Office Automation. If the branch manager determines that corrective action is
necessary, a Corrective Action Form is prepared and the issue is investigated. Because of the
information stored in our Office Automation system, AppleOne can print related reports daily, weekly
and monthly. Our account management team will check to ensure there is follow-up and positive
conclusion to all Corrective Action.

•

•

Quality Assurance Surveys – As part of our overall Quality Control Plan, AppleOne uses a variety of
Quality Assurance Survey Forms to gather information from our clients and temporary employees.
These surveys provide insight into the effectiveness and success of our service offering, and also
document any problem areas so that they may be addressed and resolved.

•

Internal Audit - Internal audits cover all aspects of AppleOne’s quality system and relate to the
requirements of ISO 9001:2008. The results of Internal Audit Reports are presented during Management
Review Meetings, where any detected problems or issues are discussed, along with needed Corrective
Actions.

Please note that, as part of our ongoing “green” initiatives, the majority of AppleOne documentation is done
electronically within our Office Automation system.
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DEFICIENCY CORRECTION
Per our deficiency correction response and resolution process, once a performance issue is clearly understood,
the AppleOne primary point of contact will provide immediate follow-up with a specific time frame in which the
City can expect action, as well as provide periodic status reports while working on the issue.
Failure to meet or exceed AppleOne standards results in the employee’s termination for non-performance. This
information is noted in AppleOne’s internal tracking system, which has a “no recall” function that is activated
when necessary. AppleOne’s team members are empowered to make judgment calls regarding employee
performance, and replace an unsatisfactory employee immediately.
AppleOne is committed to the belief that superior customer service requires anticipating and proactively solving
potential concerns before they can become problems. Our AppleOne representatives will utilize if necessary a
scheduled or ongoing daily interaction with the City to ensure customer satisfaction and quickly resolve any
concerns.
RECRUITMENT
CANDIDATE RECRUITMENT
One of the reasons for AppleOne’s continued success in quickly supplying high-quality staff is our recruiting and
matching processes. AppleOne will use its proven recruiting practices and implement a staffing and recruiting
plan that reflects industry trends in technology, skill demands, and compensation structures. AppleOne employs
management practices designed to effectively recruit and hire skilled professionals for any position, which has
been vital to our business success.
Factors such as environment, structure, culture, tasks and goals are all important considerations for obtaining
the best qualified candidates. Through department needs analysis and benchmarking, we are able to recruit
candidates who not only meet the needs of the City, but identify candidates with the strongest likelihood to
succeed in your particular working environments. Hence, we can proactively recruit, hire, train and retain quality
personnel for the City.
Recruiting efforts will include identifying and screening potential, highly qualified personnel from the open
market. We use powerful proprietary systems, such as JobCaster, which assists AppleOne’s recruiting
professionals in writing and placing employment advertisements. We also employ on-line registration and
database systems that allow us to aggregate and maintain a vast pool of local, qualified candidates, giving our
Chesapeake branch instant access to the right people at the right time.
PROPRIETARY RECRUITING TOOLS
Technology has a key role in the success of AppleOne’s service offerings. AppleOne achieves the highest level of
effectiveness and economy in delivering precisely targeted staffing solutions by integrating all staff member’s
experience and expertise with cutting-edge technological resources developed in-house by AppleOne’s staff.
These tools include:
JobCaster: JobCaster is a powerful proprietary system which is utilized for enhancing the database of
available candidates to fill job orders from the City. JobCaster speeds the recruitment process by
assisting with the writing and placing of advertisements. Once the job posting is composed it is
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broadcast to more than 75 of the most popular career sites on the World Wide Web. These websites
include, but are not limited to, AppleOne.com, Monster, Career Builder, Alta Vista, AOL.com, America’s
Job Bank, EmployU.com, ProHire.com, Vault.com and GO Jobs. JobCaster can be customized to target
specialized career web-sites most appropriate to the job classifications needed.
AppleXpress: On-line Registration. AppleOne uses an automated client/server tool, AppleXpress, to
intake and store qualified applicant resumes. Relevant information on all potential candidates, including
resumes and personal profiles gathered from each expertly structured candidate interviews, is entered
into the AppleXpress system, where they can be filtered according to a customized pre-screening
process. This process can include customized searches for applicants based on location, skills, education,
salary range, experience, key words, and other qualifications the City may request. AppleXpress even
allows clients to search AppleOne’s pre-qualified candidate base from their own computers.
As a further time saving measure, each applicant’s information is received directly into AppleOne’s
Office Automation database digitally, making their information instantly available to AppleOne’s clients,
reducing the need to transcribe information into the system. As one of the proprietary systems at
AppleOne, AppleXpress is a revolutionary tool that allows clients the opportunity to identify candidates,
schedule interviews and dispatch temporary associates in one comprehensive solution.
AppleOne’s Proven Recruiting Systems

Office Automation: AppleOne utilizes a software system called Office Automation (OA). This internal
management software database allows our staff to index information on our temporary associates’ and
client companies, which in turn is shared on our network. Using this software, AppleOne can easily track
and match candidates, allowing our branch offices to quickly select a pool of temporary associates from
our entire national network. Using Office Automation, AppleOne fully services our clients, including
large organizations with locations across the country. Office Automation also has the ability to download
resumes from the Internet or via e-mail and generate client reports. In addition, all correspondence with
both the client and the associate is documented in our database.
All job orders are entered into the system once they are received. Afterwards, all assigned temporary
associates’ information can be input using Office Automation’s Interview Screen, thus enabling this
information to be reviewed. All relevant data is updated in the system on a continual basis, making the
most current facts available for retrieval in a variety of different client reports.
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Another feature available through Office Automation is payroll, which can be processed for all
temporary candidates. Each candidate’s payroll information is entered at the branch level and then
transmitted to our Corporate Office where it is processed and paychecks are issued. The payroll
information is stored in the system and again is easily retrievable in many different forms.
Universal Search: As an added value to our clients, AppleOne offers our proprietary software, Universal
Search. A recent addition to our proven Office Automation placement technology, Universal Search is a
network portal which allows our recruiting professionals to respond to our clients’ needs with
unprecedented speed and precision by tapping into an exponentially larger candidate pool to capture
more precise results with a faster delivery.
Universal Search ensures rapid, reliable, high-quality staffing solutions as this function expands the
automated applicant sourcing process beyond simple names, resumes and contact details. This software
scours through the nearly one million candidates in AppleOne’s database of detailed personnel profiles
gathered from expertly structured associate interviews to include personalities, temperaments and
strengths, as well as backgrounds and activity comments left by other AppleOne account managers.
Qualified candidates are quickly tracked and identified, staffing vacant positions more quickly and
efficiently than ever before. This translates into an immediate, positive benefit, both operationally and
financially for our clients.
OTHER RECRUITING RESOURCES
We also use “direct recruiting” which involves asking each person we contact to suggest other qualified
candidates, and, as an incentive, we authorize an employee referral program. AppleOne’s commanding referral
rate of nearly 60% distinguishes AppleOne from any other company in the staffing industry. Once AppleOne’s
applicants see they can better achieve their goals through AppleOne, they often refer an average of two more
applicants of equal and exceeding caliber. Other recruiting techniques employed by AppleOne include
participation in career fairs and in college relation programs; human resources consortia; and state and local
government recruiting forums. Key to AppleOne’s recruitment process is our progressive, employee-oriented
compensation and benefits policies; opportunities for professional growth; and internal/external training
programs in technology, management, and administration that AppleOne provides.
To ensure that AppleOne places the precise personnel for the City’s requirements, we offer a winning
combination of very competitive compensation and fringe benefits designed to attract and retain highly
qualified Administrative/Clerical personnel, as well as Accounting, Technical/IT and other job classifications, with
the skills to successfully support a wide variety of environments. This directly benefits AppleOne’s missionoriented customers, such as the City, because we are able to provide you with the best people.
REQUISITION PROCESS
AppleOne is a platform-independent, vendor neutral, provider of scientific, engineering, and systems integration
services. We have a reputation for exceeding customer expectations. Our people are empowered, with proper
audited safeguards to deliver outstanding value and productivity and to go the extra mile for our customers. We
draw on a wealth of technology and integration experience to better serve our customers. We do all this with
the constant and deliberate commitment to ethical performance and integrity that has marked AppleOne since
our founding. AppleOne’s primary business involves government wide contracts for federal and state
governments which are similar in their nature to the proposed City staffing contract. Several of those customers
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in other government related or government regulated services are included in our response. AppleOne performs
on these contract tasks daily.
As part of our comprehensive approach, we bring a structured continuous process improvement with
knowledge transfer and lessons learned to all our activities. AppleOne will be working closely with the City. Our
project and programs staff will work to fully understand and implement what has been successful and how to
identify and resolve potential issues should they arise. We also, as part of our commitment to knowledge
transfer, will work with the City staff to incorporate the most useful aspects of our methodologies and activities
into internal department efforts. We have developed an overall strategy and approach that addresses the
following priorities and demonstrates our value to a project and contract. We will listen carefully to
management, and identify the value AppleOne can bring in our approach to address priorities and mission
objectives.
The AppleOne team will implement a solution to manage the end-to-end recruitment activities for all the
positions required by the City. The table below lists AppleOne best practices utilized across phases of the
recruitment lifecycle.
End-to-End Requisition Lifecycle
END-TO-END REQUISITION LIFECYCLE
Vacancy
Notification of open vacancies
Management
Monitor requisition process through the applicant tracking system for approval
Manage internal applicants if necessary
Develop external postings with hiring manager
Post vacancy to Government websites, careers page, and job boards selected through program agreement
Manage and update all candidate flow and vacancy status for open vacancies using applicant tracking system
Close vacancy and remove from external posting upon start date
Candidate Sourcing
Create branding messages that address WHY, WHO, Objections and FAQ’s
Work collaboratively with the City to provide clear business requirements and recommendations to improve
the candidate experience and career site
Engage in ongoing pipelining/building networks for repeatable skill-sets
Leverage national job boards, niche job board sites, relationships with professional associations
Provide best-in-class supplemental posting recommendations
Use of social media channels to build and manage employment brand
Host job fairs and community events as necessary and process/logistics agreed upon with the City
Candidate
Perform phone screens to identify most qualified candidates
Screening/
Screen candidates utilizing tools and/or recruiters consistent with agreed upon government hiring criteria
Disposition
Send disposition communication to all candidates that are not qualified
Candidate
Provide short list of candidates for consideration to Hiring Manager
Presentation/
Manage communication with hiring manager to provide real-time requisition updates
Submittals
Provide research and data to hiring manager that supports recruiting activity
& Certifications
Interview Logistics
Schedule all phone and in-person interviews with hiring team
Manage all travel requests and logistics for in-person interviews
Reference/Drug/
Perform reference checks using agreed upon process
Background
Facilitate drug and background checks per the City policy if allowable
Screening/
Facilitate clearance checks, if required
Clearance
processing
Offer Management
Develop employment offer terms with hiring manager to include but not limited to compensation, education
and health benefits.
Extend verbal offer to selected candidate
Compose offer letter and facilitate hiring manager review and approval process
Deliver offer letter to applicant
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END-TO-END REQUISITION LIFECYCLE
Manage all offer negotiation communication between applicant and hiring manager
On-boarding
Send onboarding forms and start date logistics/instructions to new hires
Collect forms designated as required prior to and on start date
Help to coordinate first day experience
Performance
Provide real time reporting and metrics
Measurement
Monthly and quarterly partnership reviews to include: SLA performance, candidate and requisition data, key
messaging and highlights, and recommendations for program enhancement

WORKERS TO BE PROVIDED
The job order filling procedures at AppleOne are based on our in-depth knowledge of the needs of Government
entities and dedication to gaining and maintaining an understanding of your unique staffing needs. AppleOne
has found that one of the best ways to deliver qualified candidates is to perform job profiling and benchmarking
to establish parameters that will assist in identifying the skill levels required to succeed in the City’s specific
working environments, in addition to gaining a clear understanding of your office atmospheres.
Based on knowledge of your requirements and using software and systems, our account management team, led
by Account Manager Anne-Marie Marivoet (AM), will quickly fill your staffing needs from AppleOne’s large pool
of pre-qualified candidates. In addition, AppleOne can customize its recruitment and matching processes
according to projected staffing requirements in order to further ensure that qualified candidates are available.
Ms. Marivoet will maintain close contact with appropriate City representatives to maintain an awareness of
current and upcoming staffing requirements in order to minimize potential disruptions from employee turnover.
PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING
Prior to sending an employee to work for the City, AppleOne’s account management team, in conjunction with
the appropriate City representative(s), will evaluate what pre-employment background screening will be
utilized. To assure that AppleOne’s clients receive the best temporary associates in an efficient manner,
AppleOne utilizes our sister company, A-Check Global, to conduct extensive pre-employment screening. In
addition to references and education verification, pre-screening may include drug screens, criminal background
checks, social security checks, and DMV verifications. A-Check’s services are available for AppleOne’s temporary
associates as well as the City’s permanent employees. Following is a description of the services that can be
provided by A-Check Global:
BACKGROUND CHECK (IF ALLOWABLE)
Criminal
Felony/Misdemeanor – 7
years
Criminal Search ‐ National
Federal – 7 years

National Criminal
Database Search – 7 years
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This includes a one (1) County, one (1) name, criminal record search of felony records, and will
include misdemeanor records when available. All information will be obtained at the
courthouse by a dedicated City researcher unless direct connection to the courthouse is
established. Five (5) and 10 year options are also available upon request.
This search includes a one (1) name federal criminal record search of federal records. All
information will be obtained through the Federal Public Access to Court Electronic Records
(PACER) system with on‐line direct connection to records and dispositions. Five (5) and 10 year
options are also available upon request.
This search includes one (1) name. A‐Check Global’s National Criminal Database search
(NATCRIM) includes over 250 million criminal records from all fifty states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico. This database search perfectly complements county courthouse
searches by increasing the chances of catching additional criminal data from places of work or
residence not disclosed during the application process. Results are available within minutes
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BACKGROUND CHECK (IF ALLOWABLE)
when ordered via A‐Check Direct™ and all information reported is FCRA compliant. Five (5)
and 10 year options are also available upon request.
National Sex Offender
While convictions for sexual offenses will appear upon the criminal record in the county or
Registry
state where the offense was committed, oftentimes sexual offenders will relocate where their
criminal records will not reflect the offense. Information returned from sexual offender
registry inquiries may include: name, AKA name, physical characteristics, date of birth,
residential address, employer, county, state of conviction, date of conviction, and offense(s).
County Civil Records
This includes one county, one name search obtained by a court researcher at the county
Search
courthouse. Information obtained may include plaintiff and defendant’s actions and case
outcome.
Compliance Link Search
Comprehensive list of Compliance searches available upon request.
Motor Vehicle Records ‐
Depending on state law, this search will reveal a three (3) to five (5) year driving history.
Driver’s Report
Reported information will include type of license, any violations, disciplinary actions,
convictions, issue date, expiration date, revocations, suspensions, accidents, status and
restrictions.
Professional Reference
A‐Check will verify a professional reference by seeking answers to predetermined questions
including information on communication skills, work attitude, professionalism and punctuality.
This information will be obtained through a phone interview with a former supervisor or
personnel department.
Employment Verification– Contact up to three (3) times daily, will be made for up to three
Plus
(3) Days. Documentation will be requested from the applicant for any verifications of
employment not obtained.
A‐Check will verify present or past employment to include position(s) held, dates of
employment, salary, confirmation of specific job duties, reason for leaving, eligibility for re‐
hire, and overall job performance. Information will be obtained through phone interviews
with former supervisor or personnel department. Pricing is per individual screened.
**Additional fee may apply if previous employer charges a fee for release information or uses
a records clearinghouse.
Education Verification–
Contact up to three times daily, will be made for up to three (3) Days.
Basic
This search verifies Colleges/Universities attended with dates of enrollment, Major/Degrees
obtained, Grade Point Average, and professional certification. Pricing is per individual
screened.
**Additional fee if transcripts are requested. Additional fee may apply if educational
institution requires use of a records clearinghouse.
Professional License
This search verifies a professional license or professional certification. Additional fee if
Verification
transcripts are requested or if educational institution/licensing body requires use of a records
clearinghouse.
Credit Report
This report provides information into a person’s financial background. It also provides present
and past addresses, current and past employers, and verifies and identifies users of the social
security number provided.
Social Security Trace
This search verifies the Social Security number provided is valid, the person/people associated
with the number, current and past addresses, and current and past employers.

AppleOne’s policy regarding reference checks is to acquire at least two (2) positive references from each
employee’s most recent employers. AppleOne will verify a professional reference by seeking answers to
predetermined questions including information on communication skills, work attitude, professionalism and
punctuality. This information will be obtained through a phone interview with a former supervisor or personnel
department. If requested, AppleOne can also submit a Work Performance Evaluation form to prior employers to
get a more detailed reference profile. Please note that the form can be customized to meet specific City
requirements.
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PLACEMENT OF TEMPORARY PERSONNEL WITH HIRING MANAGER
AppleOne knows that having the best in professional personnel is integral to the ongoing success at the City
locations. Our precise, comprehensive methods for providing staffing services will ensure that the City obtains
the maximum projected value for each dollar of expenditure. We remain committed to providing personnel with
the skills, experience and character to excel in their positions with the City.
Our service delivery performance measurements are devised based on our quality driven customer centric
approach. Our efforts are focused on achieving the goal of Excellence in all aspects of service, and these
including:
• On-time availability of the candidate: After selection of the candidates, AppleOne ensures timely
availability of the candidates. They will start on the agreed to date and time.
• Monitoring of hours: AppleOne conducts regular monitoring of employee hours while on assignment.
This will serve to ensure they do not exceed maximum allowable hours in a calendar year with the City.
• Background check compliance: We ensure that all candidate submitted to clients are cleared to work,
and all background checks have been completed in accordance with all client requirements.
• Close monitoring of the services performed: We monitor the performance of the staff engagement on a
continuous basis and in consultation with the designated client manager(s).
• Performance evaluation of services delivered: AppleOne reviews the performance of our services
delivered on a quarterly basis. In this connection, the City designated staff receives one-page
performance evaluation document from AppleOne. This evaluation helps AppleOne to discuss where
our performance is exceeding and the areas, which would need further efforts to develop. This feedback
mechanism helps us and our candidates to improve their skills, knowledge and personality.
• Replacement of candidate: In the rare case that there is a need for replacement of a candidate,
AppleOne ensures replacement is provided to the client within 5 days of such situations. The first week
of the replaced candidate is not billed to the client.
• Defect Prevention Program: This program, used across the board, is aimed at achieving quality
improvements in all phases of AppleOne service deliveries as defined above. This has been implemented
by setting quality standards for How can we serve our customers better? One of the important
measurements we have in place is – ‘Continuous review of our business processes’ for delivering value
added services, quality and responsiveness, timeliness of deliverables, risk minimization and cost
effectiveness.
• Implementing Customer Feedback Evaluation Process: We believe such quality of service measures as
customer feedback surveys play an essential role in cementing a satisfactory relationship between
supplier and customer, as well as uncovering a potentially serious problem.
• Management Monitoring and TQM in our service delivery to our Clients: We believe in Total Quality
Improvement Programs (TQIP), which is the cornerstone of AppleOne’s business strategy. It is a
structured, planned approach to continuous quality improvement and establishes an ongoing quality
management program in every aspect of our business. Its goal is to create a customer oriented quality
culture committed to making quality improvement a permanent way of life for the company. Its major
elements are:
o Management commitment
o Functional organization ownership in approach
o Employee involvement at all levels
o Practical measures to track progress
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o
o

Recognition for team and individual performance
Ongoing training and communications.

Our emphasis is on quality services and we continuously improve our business processes to support our service
delivery model. This allows us to refine our function processes in each area of services (human resources, sales
and marketing, contracts and client relationships) with the overall result providing us a capability to be highly
responsive to client needs. We maintain a large database of qualified candidates who are available for projects.
PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
Technology has played a key role in the success of AppleOne’s service offerings. AppleOne achieves the highest
level of effectiveness and economy in delivering precisely targeted staffing solutions by integrating all staff
member’s experience and expertise with cutting-edge technological resources, including:
•

Office Automation (OA): Enables aggregation and maintenance of a vast pool of qualified personnel for
projects. This centralized management system also allows AppleOne to track job orders, generate
reports, and perform other related function.

•

JobCaster: Develops job postings and transmits them to over 250 websites

•

AppleXpress: On-line Registration and automated client/server tool to intake and store qualified
applicant resumes

•

Web-Based Time Capture: In addition to standard paper time cards, AppleOne offers our Web-Based
Time Capture system. Easy to use and configured to the City’s needs and requirements, Web-Based
Time Capture offers an ideal solution for public sector entities that encompass a wide geographic area.
The system performs four (4) critical processes: Time Capture, Time Approval, Time Processing, and
Management Reporting.

AppleOne's proprietary technological tools reduce paperwork, increase efficiency and ensure quality. We create
and manage process improvements that result in a streamlined, cost effective, consistent and user-friendly
process for managing temporary candidates and staffing vendors. Additionally, our MIS Department is
continually improving our existing technical infrastructure and developing new solutions for our organization
and our clients. Our ability to develop and deploy technology through in-house resources ensures that AppleOne
can respond to our clients' requests in a timely and economical fashion.
Our programs and systems are web-based, and therefore do not require our clients to use any specific outside
hardware, networks, or IT systems. The convenience and ease of our solutions allow the entire process to be
streamlined - and provides for an efficient and fast work process. The use of AppleOne’s technology can be
accessed through most web browsers, and both Apple and Windows operating systems.
AccellerationVMS
AppleOne’s AccelerationVMS technology can be utilized to manage the requisition workflow process, including
on-and off-boarding of all staffing candidates. Through the Requisition module of AccelerationVMS, users may
attach vital materials in the Job Documents field. Through this tool, AccelerationVMS provides the ability to
receive and store documents, which can flow down throughout the system as a permanent aspect of that
specific assignment. The document can always be referenced later in the historically retained data for that
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requisition. The system allows any related document, drug and background screen results, license, security
credential, or other verifications to be uploaded and tracked in the system by staffing candidate.
On/Off-boarding documents, screening requirements, NDAs, licenses and certifications, and other vital
documentation can be stored and tracked in the system. AccelerationVMS includes functionality for tracking,
scheduling, and notifying users of on-boarding items as desired by the City. Examples include security, facilities,
parking, MIS, and more. The on-boarding activities are relative to notifications and the ability to schedule items
to be completed, based on the notification of a new start date. For instance, AccelerationVMS will indicate that a
new laptop or cell phone was issued.
3. Detailed description of specific tasks you will require from City staff. Explain what the respective roles of
City staff and your staff would be to complete the tasks specified herein.
The job order filling procedures at AppleOne are based on our in-depth knowledge of the needs of Non-Profit
and Government supporting entities and dedication to continuously gaining and maintaining an understanding
of the City’s unique staffing needs. AppleOne has found that one of the best ways to deliver qualified candidates
is to perform extensive job analysis and benchmarking to establish
parameters that will assist in identifying the skill levels required to
succeed and exceed in the City’s specific working environments, in
AppleOne has in-depth knowledge
addition
to respective office atmospheres.
supporting the needs of
Government entities.

Based on knowledge of your requirements and using proprietary
software and systems, our AppleOne City account management
team, led by Account Manager Ms. Marivoet and Assistant
Account Manager Ms. Miriam Robinson, will quickly fill your staffing needs from AppleOne’s large nationwide
pool of ever increasing pre-qualified candidates. In addition, AppleOne can customize its recruitment and
matching processes according to projected staffing requirements in order to further ensure that qualified
candidates are available. Ms. Marivoet and Ms. Robinson will maintain close contact with appropriate City
representatives to maintain an awareness of current and upcoming staffing requirements in order to minimize
potential disruptions from potential turnover.
The City’s notification of need will initiate AppleOne’s streamlined job ordering process. AppleOne has a
standardized Job Order Response Process that provides an overview of how we will ensure the availability and
qualifications of temporary personnel. The breakdown of AppleOne’s Job Order Response Process is as follows:
•

•

•

Step 1 – Job Order Submitted: Job Order is submitted by the City to an AppleOne account management
team member via your preferred method (phone, fax, or the Internet). The AM (Ms. Marivoet) will serve
as the single-point-of-contact for the City. The AppleOne Electronic Procurement software can
alternatively be utilized to automate the procurement process.
Step 2 – Acceptance of Order and Initial Response: The AppleOne account management team accepts
the order and enters it into AppleOne’s internal Office Automation database. Ms. Marivoet (AM) or Ms.
Robinson (Assistant AM) will respond within 4 hours or less to confirm that they received the order as
well as provide a status update. Further information may be requested at this stage from the contracting
officer or department head at the City.
Step 3 – Job Order is Sent Out: The City account management team will utilize AppleOne’s web-based
accounting management and monitoring system, OANet, to send out the job order to all of AppleOne
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•

•
•

•

supporting offices within the region in order to identify the best candidates (if new recruits are
required).
Step 4 – Evaluation Process: Once a qualified candidate is identified, AppleOne completes a customized
evaluation process for the City. This may include criminal and drug screening, as well as an in-depth
review of job requirements and expectations. If the candidate meets all requirements and accepts the
positions, we will move onto the next step. If not, the previous step is repeated until a qualified
candidate match is made.
Step 5 – Interview/Final Approval: The candidate is then interviewed or presented for a final approval
by the City. AppleOne will notify the temporary associate in writing with information specific to his or
her assignment if the position is accepted.
Step 6 – Orientation: Prior to the start date, AppleOne will provide the candidate with a full orientation
on the job and the City environment, as well as information on how to complete their timecard or assign
them a badge/password for AppleOne’s Web Time Capture software, if the City decides to use this
option.
Step 7 – Quality Control: On the first day of assignment, a member of the account management team
will conduct a quality control call to the candidate’s supervisor. At the end of the first week, another
quality control check will be completed. Afterwards, the team will conduct ongoing quality checks to
ensure that the candidate is performing up to, or better than, expectations for the City.
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D. STAFFING SECTION
Provide a list of individual(s) who will be assigned to the City to manage the temporary workers and indicate the
level/title of each member, and the function that each will perform. Include a resume for each designated individual, to
include licenses, certifications, etc.

AppleOne has comprised a team who will oversee account management and work to ensure the City’s
satisfaction. The proposed AppleOne team consists of staff with proven experience applying “best practices”
within the human capital resources industry. The City will be directly serviced by AppleOne’s Chesapeake
branch, which in turn is supported by corporate management. Following is a description of key individuals on
the management team.
Account Management Team Contact Information
Ms. Anne-Marie Marivoet
Ms. Miriam Robinson
Account Manager
Assistant Account Manager
AppleOne Chesapeake
AppleOne Chesapeake
1305 Executive Boulevard Ste 140
1305 Executive Boulevard Ste 140
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Phone: (757) 382-5900
Phone: (757) 382-5900
Email: amarivoet@appleone.com
Email: miriamr@appleone.com

Mr. Rick Hagmann
Director of Government Services
ACT•1 Government Solutions
16371 Beach Blvd, Suite 240
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Office: (866) 493-8343
Email: GovSolutions@appleone.com

AppleOne’s Account Manager, Ms. Anne-Marie Marivoet possesses years of professional management
experience. Ms. Marivoet has been instrumental in developing strong alliances within both the public and
private sectors. As the Account Manager, Ms. Marivoet will supervise the execution of the contract with the
City. She will manage the day-to-day processes, including testing, screening, and ensuring all temporary
employees are fully trained and qualified, have the skills requirements needed for positions, and are performing
up to standard for the City. Ms. Marivoet will gather all necessary information needed to recruit, screen,
evaluate, and qualify candidates who possess the required skills to be productive at the City. Ms. Marivoet will
be directly supported by the Assistant Account Manager for this contract, Ms. Miriam Robinson as well as the
area branch staff, and AppleOne’s dedicated Government Solutions Division.
Ms. Miriam Robinson has established herself as an invaluable asset within the human resources and staffing
industries. As a Staffing Consultant for the AppleOne office in Chesapeake, Ms. Robinson will be primarily
responsible for recruiting and applicant development, and will provide special recruiting services to support the
City. Additional duties will include: staff performance and accountability, client fulfillment oversight,
maintenance and expansion of qualified applicant pool, ongoing training and development of all team members,
and ensuring that clients receive quality service at all times.
Mr. Rick Hagmann, Director of Government Services will be assisting as the primary contact regarding all
contract-related issues. Mr. Hagmann leads teams responsible for proposals, centralized recruiting,
compensation, payroll, benefits administration, employee relations, contract interpretation, performance
management, program management, policy administration, and general human resource and staffing
operations.
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RESUME – Anne-Marie Marivoet
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E. QUALIFICATIONS
1. A summary of the firm's demonstrated capability, including length of time that the firm has provided the
services being requested herein.
AppleOne has extensive experience providing recruiting and staffing services to public sector agencies and other
municipal clients. AppleOne has been performing the services required by this Request for Proposal for over 50
years. Our principal line of business is staffing services human capital management, which includes temporary,
temporary-to-hire, and direct-hire services. AppleOne has provided similar staffing services to government
entities, and private sector companies with environments similar to the City, including:
Port of Los Angeles
Sound Transit
Port of Seattle
Bonneville Power

Point West Credit Union
South Coast Air Quality Management District
Port of Oakland
Washington State Department of Transportation

Currently, AppleOne services over 800 public sector entities. A representative list is provided below:
APPLEONE REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF CLIENTS
Atlanta Housing Authority
County of San Diego, California
Cal State Fullerton (CSUF)
County of Tarrant, Texas
California Office of Administrative Hearings
Denver Housing Authority
City Attorney’s Office, Oakland, California
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
City of Anaheim, California
Georgia Department of Revenue
City of Berkeley, California
Gilroy Unified School District, Gilroy, California
City of Glendale, California
Greater Orlando Airport Authority
City of Houston, Texas
Las Vegas Valley Water District
City of Mountain View, California
Los Angeles Airport Authority
City of Pasadena, California
Los Angeles Unified School District
City of Riverside, California
Nevada Power
City of San Bruno, California
Orlando Public Utilities Commission
City of San Carlos, California
Pinellas County Unified School District
Contra Costa Community College District
Port of Los Angeles
County of Contra Costa, California
Sacramento Metropolitan Utility
County of Hennepin, Minnesota
San Diego Water District
County of Houston, Texas
South Coast Air Quality Management District
County of Johnson, Kansas
Southern California Water Company
County of Los Angeles, CDC
Southwest Gas
County of Los Angeles, Coroner’s Office
State Compensation Insurance Fund, California
County of Los Angeles, District Attorney
State of Colorado
County of Los Angeles, Public Defender
State of Utah
County of Los Angeles, Sherriff
Sunnyside Unified School District, Tucson
County of Los Angeles, Superior Courts
Superior Court of Arizona in Pima County
County of Maricopa, Arizona
Tucson Unified School District
County of Orange, California
US Department of Agriculture, Forestry Service
County of Orange, Florida
US Department of the Treasury, FedSource
County of Orange, Superior Courts, California
University of Miami, Florida
County of Riverside, California,
Village of Wellington, Florida
County of Sacramento, California
Washington State Department of Transportation
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2. Provide at least five (5) references from organizations that have received similar services from your
organization. Public agency references are preferred.
AppleOne submits the following client references as evidence of our experience in providing similar services to
those requested by the City.
CLIENT NAME: Downtown Norfolk Council
Point of Contact Name & Title:
Renee Faller, HR Manager/Administration
Address:
223 E. City hall Avenue Suite 212, Norfolk VA 23510
Phone:
757-623-1757 x 312
Email:
rfaller@downtownnorfolk.org
Dates of Service:
Serviced since 2007

CLIENT NAME: Norfolk Airport Authority
Point of Contact Name & Title:
Sheila Balli, HR Manager
Address:
2200 Norview Avenue, Norfolk VA 23518
Phone:
757-857-3253
Email:
sballi@norfolkairport.com
Dates of Service:
Serviced since 2016

CLIENT NAME: Norfolk Redevelopment & Housing Authority
Point of Contact Name & Title:
Robin Chester, HR Manager
Address:
201 Granby Street, Norfolk, VA 23510
Phone:
757-314-2674
Email:
rchester@nrha.us
Dates of Service:
Serviced since 2010

CLIENT NAME: Chesapeake Redevelopment and Housing Authority
Point of Contact Name & Title:
Nancy Tarkenton, HR Manager
Address:
1468 South Military Hwy, Chesapeake, VA 23320
Phone:
(757) 233-6440
Email:
nancy_tarkenton@crhava.org
Dates of Service:
Serviced since 2000

CLIENT NAME: First Source
Point of Contact Name & Title:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Dates of Service:
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F. FEE SCHEDULE
AppleOne submit the following Rate and Conversion Fee Schedule as detailed in Section 4 of the City’s RFP.
POSITION

PAY RATE

Receptionist
Office Coordinator
Office Assistant
File/mail clerk
Data entry clerk
Administrative Assistant
Sr. Administrative Assistant
Office Manager
Executive Administrative Assistant
Marketing Assistant
Human Resources Administrative Assistant
Human Resources Generalist
Legal Assistant
Paralegal
Customer Service Representative
Help Desk Technician
Accounting Clerk
Accounts Payable Specialist
Accounts Receivable Specialist
Staff Accountant
Social Services case management clerical support
Other positions as requested

$11.50
$12.00
$11.00
$11.00
$11.00
$13.46
$16.83
$18.27
$19.23
$16.83
$15.86
$18.27
$15.00
$16.83
$12.00
$15.00
$13.00
$14.30
$14.30
$19.23
$13.46
tbc

MAX HOURLY
BILL RATE*
$16.51
$17.20
$15.82
$15.82
$15.82
$19.21
$23.87
$25.85
$27.18
$23.87
$22.53
$25.85
$21.34
$23.87
$17.20
$21.34
$18.58
$20.37
$20.37
$27.18
$19.21
tbc

*(includes$ 0.54/hour for ACA and $0.10/hour for background check cost)

CONVERSION FEE SCHEDULE
Hours Completed
Fees
1-200 hours
15% based on hourly pay
201-360 hours
10% based on hourly pay
361-520 hours
5% based on hourly pay
520+ hours
No Fee
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SIGNATURE SHEET (PAGE 24)
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PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL IDENTIFICATION FORM (PAGE 25)
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EXCEPTIONS TO RFP (PAGE 26)
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ANTI-COLLUSION/ANTIDISCRIMINATION FORM (PAGE 27)
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PROOF OF AUTHORITY TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN VIRGINIA (PAGE 28)
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